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a b s t r a c t

Air quality time series consists of complex linear and non-linear patterns and are difficult
to forecast. Box–Jenkins Time Series (ARIMA) and multilinear regression (MLR) models
have been applied to air quality forecasting in urban areas, but they have limited accuracy
owing to their inability to predict extreme events. Artificial neural networks (ANN) can
recognize non-linear patterns that include extremes. A novel hybrid model combining
ARIMA and ANN to improve forecast accuracy for an area with limited air quality and
meteorological data was applied to Temuco, Chile, where residential wood burning is
a major pollution source during cold winters, using surface meteorological and PM10

measurements. Experimental results indicated that the hybrid model can be an effective
tool to improve the PM10 forecasting accuracy obtained by either of the models used
separately, and compared with a deterministic MLR. The hybrid model was able to capture
100% and 80% of alert and pre-emergency episodes, respectively. This approach demon-
strates the potential to be applied to air quality forecasting in other cities and countries.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

High levels or episodes of ambient particulate matter
(PM) concentrations are major concerns for health effects
and visibility impairment (Chow et al., 2002; Watson,
2002). Increased mortality and morbidity in communities
with elevated PM concentrations have been reported by
a variety of epidemiological studies (Sanhueza et al., 2005;
Chow et al., 2006; Pope and Dockery, 2006). According to
the Chilean regulations, the air quality index (ı́ndice de
calidad del aire por PM, ICAP, in Spanish) is defined to
assign episode types of atmospheric pollution for PM10 (PM
with aerodynamic diameter� 10 micrometers). The ICAP is
: þ56 45 205430.

. All rights reserved.
a simple standard scale of 24-h PM10 average concentra-
tions, see Table 1.

In Temuco, Chile, a few epidemiological studies have
been conducted to establish the link between air quality
and health. One recent study found a strong relationship
between PM10 and daily mortality cases (1997–2002)
among subjects over 65 years old (Sanhueza et al., 2005).
These authors found that the relative risk (RR) of a 100-
mg m�3 increment in PM10 was 1.236 (confidence interval,
(CI), 95%, 1.004–1.522) for respiratory mortality, and 1.176
(CI95%, 1.006–1.374) for cardiovascular mortality. These
values were 15–17% higher than those reported for San-
tiago, Chile (Sanhueza et al., 1999). The authors used the
same methodology for this city, where RRs were 1.061
(CI95%, 1.017–1.106) for respiratory mortality and 1.025
(CI95%, 1.005–1.046) for cardiovascular mortality. The
authors suggested that the chemical composition and
particle size differences for each city could explain the
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Table 1
Episode levels for air quality index (ICAP), Chile

Air quality levels
for PM10 [mg m�3]

ICAP Ventilation condition Episode type

0–194 0–200 Good to regular None
195–239 201–300 Bad Alert
240–329 301–500 Critical Pre-emergency
>330 >501 Dangerous Emergency
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disparity among their RRs for mortality (Sanhueza et al.,
2005). Some studies have found higher concentrations of
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Temuco than
Santiago, with concentrations that were 197 and 6.6 times
higher, respectively, than the maximum limits allowed in
the European Union (1 ng m�3) (Tsapakis et al., 2002).
Other studies have found that the PM2.5 constitutes the 80–
90% of the total PM10 in Temuco, compared with 30–60% in
Santiago (Sanhueza et al., 2005).

These studies document the need for better air quality
management to reduce air pollution levels. An accurate air
quality-forecasting model is needed to alert the population
at large and to initiate preventative pollution control
actions. This paper introduces a hybrid air quality-
forecasting model for Chile that could be applied to other
cases with similar terrain, emission sources, and databases.

1.1. Air quality forecasting models

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
(Box–Jenkins Time Series) (Box and Jenkins, 1970) and the
multilinear regression (MLR) models have been widely
used for air quality forecasting in urban areas, but they are
of variable accuracy owing to their linear representation of
non-linear systems (Goyal et al., 2006). Artificial neural
networks (ANN) have been developed as a non-linear tool
for pollution forecasting, principally using multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) architecture (Pérez and Reyes, 2002; Pérez
et al., 2004; Pérez and Reyes, 2006; Schlink et al., 2006;
Slini et al., 2006; Sofuoglu et al., 2006; Sousa et al., 2006;
Thomas and Jacko, 2007). The comparison among these
models is presented in Table 2.

These models have been compared to evaluate their
robustness in air quality forecasting performance. Fore-
casting daily maximum ozone (O3) concentration at
Houston, a study showed that an ANN model was more
accurate than either the ARIMA or MLR models, mainly
because the data presented clearer non-linear patterns
Table 2
Comparison among the ARIMA, ANN, and MLR forecasting models (Zhang,
2003)

ARIMA ANN MLR

Better to capture
the linear pattern
of a time series

Better to capture the
non-linear patterns
of a time series

Better to capture
the linear pattern
of a time series

Great versatility Great versatility Few versatility
Better for seasonal

patterns
Better to capture
noise and extreme
values (episodes)

Needs correction
factors to capture
extreme values

Needs historical
data continuity

Does not need historical
data continuity

Does not need
historical data
continuity
than linear ones (Prybutok et al., 2000). Goyal et al. (2006)
pointed out those linear models such as MLR and ARIMA
fail to predict extreme concentrations (episodes). These
authors found that the combined ARIMA and MLR models
predicted PM10 levels more accurately than either model
used independently for Delhi and Hong Kong. The ARIMA
and ANN models have also been used for sales forecasting
in Brazil, with the non-linear ANN model showing higher
accuracy (Ansuj et al., 1996). Recent studies provide good
descriptions of the hybrid ARIMA–ANN models (Aburto and
Weber, 2007; Aslanargun et al., 2007; Gutiérrez-Estrada
et al., 2007; Pulido-Calvo and Portela, 2007; Sallehuddin
et al., 2007; Gutiérrez-Estrada et al., 2008). For economic
time series forecasting, a study combined a seasonal ARIMA
model with a back propagation ANN model (Tseng et al.,
2002), showing that the hybrid performed better than
ARIMA or ANN alone. Zhang (2003) tested a hybrid ARIMA
and ANN model over three kinds of time series, and
concluded that the linear and non-linear time series
patterns in the combined model improved forecasting
more than either of the models used independently. This
hybrid ARIMA–ANN approach has recently been used for
tourist arrival forecasting (Aslanargun et al., 2007),
hydrology (Jain and Kumar, 2007), supply chain manage-
ment (Aburto and Weber, 2007), freshwater phytoplankton
dynamics (Jeong et al., 2008), watersheds (Pulido-Calvo
and Portela, 2007), fish catch (Gutiérrez-Estrada et al.,
2007) production values of the machinery industry (Chen
and Wang, 2007), fish community diversity (Gutiérrez-
Estrada et al., 2008), and in other areas (Tseng et al., 2002;
Zhang, 2003; Zhang and Qi, 2005), but all of them are not
related to air quality.

So far, only two hybrid models have been applied to air
quality forecasting (Chelani and Devotta, 2006; Wang and
Lu, 2006). Wang and Lu (2006) used MLP trained with
a particle swarm optimization algorithm (MLP–PSO) and
a hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) method. This was applied for
ground level O3 forecasting in Hong Kong during 2000–
2002 over 2 typical monitoring sites, of a total of 14, with
different O3 formation patterns in order to fully examine
the feasibility and generality of the proposed predictive
models. One was the Tsuen Wan (TW) site, which is located
in the urban area and is surrounded by mountains, in which
O3 dynamic is mainly influenced by the high level of
primary pollutants emitted from local traffic. The other was
the Tung Chung (TC) site (Tung Chung Health Centre,
located at the north of Lantau Island about 3 km southeast),
which is a suburban residential area, where the annual
average O3 level is usually higher than that in TW site. The
authors suggested that the O3 pollution at the TC site is
partially subjected to a regional influence of the Pearl River
Delta pollution shifting. Their results indicated that the
hybrid model produced good predictions of the maximum
O3 level at both sites. However, the model did not perform
satisfactorily during an episode at the TC site, which is
influenced by both local and regional emissions; in other
words, long-range transport of O3 precursors and two
power plants emission of Hong Kong have more significant
influence on the TC than the TW site. Chelani and Devotta
(2006) included ARIMA with a non-linear dynamic tech-
nique to forecast nitrogen dioxide (NO2) at a site in Delhi,
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India, during 1999–2003. They found that the hybrid model
had a better performance than ARIMA and the non-linear
prediction used separately.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study area and available data

Hourly and daily time series of PM10 and meteorological
data during 2000–2006 at the Las Encinas monitoring
station in Temuco was used. Temuco, the capital of the
Araucanı́a region of Chile (Latitude 38�450S; Longitude
72�400W; 100 m.a.s.l) with a population of approximately
300 000 inhabitants, is one of the most polluted cities in
South America. The city is located in the center-south of
Chile, equidistant between the Pacific Ocean and the Andes.
The city placement corresponds to Cautı́n River-originated
fluvial landmasses that developed in a crushed form
between two hills, Ñielol (350 m) and Conunhueno
(360 m). The region has a temperate rainy climate with
Mediterranean influence. Precipitation occurs during all
months of the year, with highest precipitation during
winter and a dryer period during summer. Temuco has had
a fast urban expansion; great economic growth; increased
woodstove and industrial source emissions; and increasing
vehicle exhaust.

Temuco was declared as non-attainment for PM10 in
2005. Due to the abundant wood supplies from local
forests, almost 70% of the population uses wood for cooking
or heating in winter. It is estimated that 87% of PM10 winter
emissions originate from residential wood combustion
(RWC) (Sanhueza et al., 2005). During 2006, 15 days were
reported with PM10 concentrations exceeding the Chilean
daily PM10 standard of 150 mg m�3, among more than 60
days of exceedances in 2001–2006.

Temuco has a unique air quality monitoring station. Las
Encinas station is located in the center of a vacant lot in
a new residential area, 2.7 km west of the city center, Fig. 1.
From this site, hourly temperature, relative humidity, wind
direction, and wind speed are acquired. A beta gauge
monitor (BAM, Environment S.A., Poissy, France) measures
hourly PM10. Daily precipitation, atmospheric pressure, and
radiation measurements were obtained from the meteo-
rological station at the Catholic University of Temuco,
located w2 km north east of the site, and 1 km north west
of the city center (Fig. 1). To build the models, the available
meteorological variables from those two stations were:
minimum temperature (Tmin, �C); maximum temperature
(Tmax, �C); relative humidity (RH, %); wind speed (WS,
m s�1); solar radiation (R, Wh m�2day); atmospheric pres-
sure (hPa, P); and precipitation (mm, PP). The maximum
PM10 moving averages per day (MaxPM10ma) values were
calculated from the hourly PM10 measurements, and then
a statistical outlier analysis was performed on these data
using the Cook’s distance, and DFFITS and DFBETAS coef-
ficients (Belsley et al., 1980; Rawlings, 1988). Fig. 2 shows
the maximum 24-h PM10 moving average concentrations in
Temuco from July 2000 to September 2006. The statistics of
the air quality and meteorological data are presented in
Table 3. This table includes 1-h maximum PM10, 24-h
average PM10, and maximum 24-h PM10 moving average
concentrations as well, where the maximum concentra-
tions were as high as 1164.0, 321.3, and 353.4 mg m�3,
respectively.

The dependent, MaxPM10ma variable, is log-normally
distributed and has one marked seasonal comportment,
and according to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) and other studies (USEPA,
2003; Stadlober et al., 2008), a log transformation can be
used to normalize the data to improve the modeling
performance. After the outlier study, a transformation
analysis was performed to obtain normal distributions for
each of the variables, where the main transformation
functions were natural logarithms (USEPA, 2003; Sta-
dlober et al., 2008). Other variables related to daily PM10

were also created; the maximum hourly PM10 of the
previous day (L1PM10, mg m�3), maximum 6-h PM10

moving average concentration of the previous day
(L6PM10, mg m�3), maximum 12-h PM10 moving average
concentration of the previous day (L12PM10, mg m�3), and
maximum 24-h PM10 moving average concentration of
the previous day (L24PM10, mg m�3). Next, the data was
standardized to obtain the identical scale along each axis
in g-dimensional input space and to get constant variance
for each variable. This analysis was performed for all
models, as suggested for some studies (de Menezes and
Nikolaev, 2006; Piotrowski et al., 2006; Gutiérrez-Estrada
et al., 2008).

2.2. Variable selection and models construction

As shown in Table 4, the data set was partitioned into
two sets; 92% for training and 8% for validation data, base
on the ANN model requirements for training.

2.2.1. Linear approach: multiple linear regression (MLR) model
The multiple regression procedure was utilized over the

training data set to estimate the significant regression
coefficients b0, b1,., bq of the linear equation:

y ¼ b0 þ b1x1 þ/þ bqxq (1)

where the regression coefficients b0, b1,., bq represent the
independent contributions of each independent variable x1,
., xq to the prediction of the dependent variable y. To
examine the independency of the variables, a multi-
collinearity analysis was performed on the data set using
the variation inflation factor (VIF) (DeLurgio, 1998). The
global statistical significance of the relationship between y
and the independent variables was analyzed by means of
analysis of variance (ANOVA, a level¼ 0.05) to ensure the
validity of the model. A stepwise procedure of the JMP 6.0.2
(SAS Institute Inc., U.S.) tool was used for the MLR
calibration. The final MLR model included the following
normalized, independent, and standardized predictor
variables that were statistically significant: previous day
maximum hourly PM10 (L1PM10), WS, Tmin, and Tmax.
These variables were also used as predictor variables in to
the ARIMA(p,d,q)X, ANN, and hybrid models.

2.2.2. Linear approach: Box–Jenkins ARIMA model
ARIMA linear models have dominated many areas of

time series forecasting. As the application of these models



Fig. 1. Las Encinas monitoring station in Temuco city, Chile.
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is very common, it is described here briefly. The linear
function is based upon three parametric linear compo-
nents: autoregression (AR), integration (I), and moving
average (MA) method (Box and Jenkins, 1970; DeLurgio,
1998). The autoregressive or ARIMA(p,0,0) method is rep-
resented as follows:
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Fig. 2. Maximum 24-h PM10 moving average by beta attenuation monitor (BAM) tim
2006).
Yt ¼ q0 þ f1Yt�1 þ f2Yt�2 þ/þ fpYt�p þ et (2)

where p is the number of the autoregressive terms, Yt is the
forecasted output, Yt�p is the observation at time t�p, and
f1, f2,., fp is a finite set of parameters. The f terms are
determined by linear regression. The q0 term is the
200 1600 2000 2400

 (days)

e series at the Las Encinas site in Temuco, Chile (from 07/21/2000 to 09/30/



Table 3
Statistical description of the meteorological and air quality data acquired
from Temuco/Las Encinas station from 07/21/2000 to 09/30/2006

Variables Mean Standard
deviation

Maximum Minimum

Max 1-h PM10, mg m�3 166.5 168.5 1,164.0 6.0
24-h PM10, mg m�3 48.5 39.6 321.3 5.3
Max 24-h PM10 moving

average, mg m�3
63.0 50.2 353.4 4.1

Minimum temperature, �C 7.4 3.7 16.6 �4.9
Maximum temperature, �C 17.4 5.3 37.4 2.8
Wind speed, m s�1 1.9 0.9 6.9 0.3
Precipitation, mm 3.3 7.6 78.6 0.0
Relative humidity, % 80.5 8.7 100.0 52.0
Solar radiation, W m�2 3,755 2,438 9,185 135
Pressure, mbar 1,003 5 1,018 986
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intercept and et is the error associated with the regression.
This time series depends only on p past values of itself and
a random term et. The moving average or ARIMA(0,0,q)
method is represented as

Yt ¼ m� q1et�1 � q2et�2 �/� qqet�q þ et (3)

where q is the number of the moving average terms, q1, q2,
., qq are the finite weights or parameters set, and m is the
mean of the series. This time series depends only on q past
random terms and a present random term et. As a particular
case, an ARIMA(p,0,q) or ARMA(p,q) is a model for a time
series that depends on p past values of itself and on q past
random terms et. This method has the form of Eq. (4).

Yt ¼ q0 þ f1Yt�1 þ f2Yt�2 þ/þ fpYt�p þ m� q1et�1

� q2et�2 �/� qqet�q þ et (4)

Finally, an ARIMA(p,d,q) is a ARIMA(p,0,q) model for a time
series that has been differenced d times.

The ARIMA models also have the capability to include
external independent or predictor variables. In this case,
the model is a multivariate model called MARIMA or ARI-
MAX. This model is represented as ARIMA(p,d,q)X, where X
represents the independent external variables. In this
study, the meteorological variables were the independent
variables that composed the MLR model. The ARIMA model
was obtained using the Times Series Forecasting System tool
of the SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., U.S.).

2.2.3. Non-linear approach: artificial neural networks (ANN)
model

On the other hand, according to Allende et al. (2002), an
ANN model is a massively parallel-distributed processor
that has a natural propensity for storing experiential
knowledge and making it available for later use (Allende
et al., 2002). It resembles the brain in two respects. The
Table 4
Training and validation data sets acquired from Temuco/Las Encinas
station from 07/21/2000 to 09/30/2006

Data Number of
observations

From To

Training 2080 07/21/2000 03/31/2006
Validation 183 04/01/2006 09/30/2006
ANN models can recognize trends, patterns, and learn from
their interactions with the environment. The most exten-
sively studied and used ANN models are the multilayer feed
forward networks (Rumelhart et al., 1986), which allow
information transfer only from an earlier layer to the next
consecutive layers. Each neuron j receives incoming signals
from external variables or every neuron i in the previous
layer and there is a synaptic weight (Wji) associated with
each incoming signal (xi). According to Eq. (5), the effective
incoming signal (Nj) to the node j is the weighted sum of all
the incoming signals.

Nj ¼
Xm

i¼1

xiWji (5)

The Nj passes through an activation function to produce the
output signal (yj) of the neuron j. The most widely studied
activation functions are the logistic sigmoid, hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid, and squared functions (Coulibaly et al.,
1999).

For this model, and like the ARIMA model, the meteo-
rological variables are the additional independent variables
to define the patterns of the air quality time series that
composed the best MLR model. A multilayer perceptron
(MLP)-type ANN model architecture with a Levenberg–
Marquardt (LM) (Shepherd, 1997) training algorithm was
used to develop time series models of the non-linear type.
The model was built using the Enterprise Miner tool of the
SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., U.S.).

2.2.4. Linear and non-linear approach: hybrid ARIMA–ANN
model

The combination of the ARIMA and ANN models was
performed to use each model capability to capture different
patterns in the air quality data. The methodology consisted
of two steps: (1) in the first step, an ARIMAX model was
developed to forecast MaxPM10ma; and (2) in the second
step, an ANN model was developed to describe the
residuals from the ARIMAX model. In this study, MLP
architectures with the LM training algorithm and different
activation functions were used. The hybrid model was built
using the Enterprise Miner tool of the SAS 9.1 software.

2.3. Measures of accuracy applied in the models performance

To asses the performance of the models during the
training and validation phases several measures of accu-
racy were applied (Eqs. (6–12)), as there is not a unique and
more suitable unbiased estimators employed to see how far
the model is able to explain the total variance of the data
(DeLurgio, 1998; Gutiérrez-Estrada et al., 2007; Pulido-
Calvo and Portela, 2007). The proportion of the total
variance in the observed data that can be explained by the
model was described by the coefficient of determination
(R2). Other applied measures of variance were the coeffi-
cient of efficiency (E2) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970; Kitanidis
and Bras, 1980), the average relative variance (AVR) (Griñó,
1992), and the percent standard error of prediction (SEP)
(Ventura et al., 1995). The E2 and AVR were used to see how
the models explain the total variance of the data and
represent the proportion of variation of the observed data



Table 5
Parameter estimates for the MLR model for the training data set for PM10

samples acquired from Temuco/Las Encinas station from 07/21/2000 to
03/31/2006

Model
parameter

Estimate Standard error t Ratio Prob> jtj

L1PM10 0.80845 0.010785 74.96 0.0000
WS �0.13283 0.011363 �11.69 <0.0001
Tmin �0.15332 0.012692 �12.08 <0.0001
Tmax 0.05605 0.011683 4.80 <0.0001

Table 6
Parameter estimates for the ARIMA(1,0,1)-X model for the training data set
for PM10 samples acquired from Temuco/Las Encinas station from 07/21/
2000 to 03/31/2006

Model parameter Estimate Standard
error

t Ratio Prob> jtj

Moving average. Lag 1 0.87057 0.0174 50.1508 <0.0001
Autoregressive. Lag 1 0.98122 0.0063 155.9363 <0.0001
Tmin �0.18140 0.0136 �13.3511 <0.0001
Tmax 0.09197 0.0181 5.0762 <0.0001
WS �0.15999 0.0127 �12.6129 <0.0001
L1PM10 0.60363 0.0155 38.9242 <0.0001
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considered for air quality forecasting modeling. The SEP
allows the comparison of the forecast from different
models and different problems because of its dimension-
less. For a perfect performance, the values of R2 and E2

should be close to one and these of SEP and ARV close to
zero. The estimators to quantify the errors in the same units
of the variance were the square root of the mean square
error (RMSE), and the mean absolute error (MAE). The
optimal model is selected when RMSE and MAE are mini-
mized. The above estimators are given by:

E2 ¼ 1:0�

Pn
i

���yi � byi

���2
Pn

i
jyi � yj2

(6)

ARV ¼ 1:0� E2 (7)

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

�
yi � byi

�2

n

vuut
(8)

MAE ¼

Pn
i¼1

���yi � byi

���
n

(9)

SEP ¼ 100
y

RMSE (10)

where yi is the observed value, byi is the forecasted value to
yi, y is the mean value of the series yi, and n is the number of
the observations of the validation set.

In addition, the persistence index (PI) was used for the
models performance evaluation (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980).

PI ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1

�
yi � byi

�2

Pn
i¼1ðyi � yi�1Þ2

(11)

where yi�1 is the observed MaxPM10ma at the time i�1,
since only 1-day ahead forecasts were performed. A PI
value of one indicates a perfect adjustment between
forecasted and observed values, and a value of zero is
equivalent to a model that always gives as prediction the
previous observation. A negative value of PI reflects that the
model is degrading the original information, denoting
a worse performance than the model that always gives as
prediction the previous observation (Anctil and Rat, 2005).

Other index used to identify the best model was the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978; Qi and
Zhang, 2001).

BIC ¼ nlogðSSEÞ þmlogðnÞ (12)

where m is the number of parameters of the model and SSE
is the sum of the squared errors. In this equation, the first
term measures the goodness-of-fit of the model, while the
second term penalizes the number of the model parame-
ters. The number of the ANN model parameters was
considered as the number of weights (Chen and Hare,
2006; Gutiérrez-Estrada et al., 2007; Pulido-Calvo and
Portela, 2007). The optimal model is selected when the BIC
is the lowest.

3. Results and discussions

During the outlier analysis, just one high PM10 concen-
tration on March 9th 2001 (284.2 mg m�3) was found and
eliminated from the data. This high concentration is not
common in the city in the late summer. This phenomenon
was due mainly to an agricultural fire that occurred the
same day close to the city. Next, the stepwise method found
a MLR model for the normalized and standardized variables
(Eq. 13 and Table 5), where all the parameters had
a significant p value at a confidence level of 95%.

MaxPM10ma¼ 0:80845ðL1PM10Þ�0:13283ðWSÞ
�0:15332ðTminÞþ0:05605ðTmaxÞ (13)

Table 5 suggests that the maximum hourly PM10 concen-
tration of the previous day, minimum temperature, and
wind speed are more significant than maximum tempera-
ture to predict the maximum 24-hr PM10 moving average
concentrations at Temuco. This behavior of particulate
matter pollution is similar than other similar woodsmoke
polluted cities (Schreuder et al., 2006; Cavanagh et al.,
2007; Larson et al., 2007; Naeher et al., 2007). The wind
direction was not a significant variable, suggesting that the
sources of PM were more local rather than transported
from other regions.

These external variables were the same as those used in
the ARIMAX model (Eq. 14 and Table 6).

MaxPM10ma ¼ ARIMAð1;0;1Þ þ 0:60363ðL1PM10Þ
� 0:15999ðWSÞ � 0:18140ðTminÞ
þ 0:09197ðTmaxÞ (14)

where ARIMA(1,0,1) is an ARIMA model with autocorrela-
tion of order 1, without integration, and with a moving
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Fig. 3. Models performance using the validation data set for maximum 24-h PM10 moving average and meteorological measurements taken at Temuca/Las
Encinas, Chile, from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/2006. The observed 24-h PM10 moving average concentration was compared with model performance from: a) MLR, b)
ARIMA-X, c) ANN, and d) hybrid models.

Table 7
Model performance statistics for the validation data set for PM10 samples
acquired from Temuco/Las Encinas station from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/
2006

Estimator MLR ARIMAX ANN Hybrid

R2 0.7786 0.7691 0.7770 0.9828
E2 0.7599 0.7588 0.7569 0.9770
ARV 0.2401 0.2412 0.2431 0.0230
RMSE, mg m�3 28.39 28.46 28.57 8.80
MAE, mg m�3 20.83 19.87 20.65 6.74
SEP 29.70 29.76 29.88 9.20
PI 0.6626 0.6611 0.6585 0.9676
BIC 2198.9 2210.1 2216.7 1801.2
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average of order 1, represented by Eq. 10 and using the
parameter estimated from Table 6.

Yt ¼ 0:98122Yt�1 þ m� 0:87057et�1 þ et (15)

Table 6 suggests that the autoregressive component of the
ARIMA model is more significant than the moving average
component, the maximum hourly PM10 concentration of
the previous day, and the meteorological variables to
predict the maximum 24-h PM10 moving average concen-
trations at Temuco.

The ANN model was built with the selected variables
found through the MLR model and trained with the Lev-
enberg–Marquardt algorithm and MLP architecture with
one hidden layer, three neurons, and with a square activa-
tion function. This model is a black box for the model
equations and coefficients, a disadvantage compared to the
MLR or ARIMAX models.

To build the hybrid ARIMA–ANN model, two output
variables of the ARIMAX model (Eq. 14) and the selected
external meteorological variables from the MLR model
were used as inputs to the new ANN model; the forecasted
ARIMAX MaxPM10ma, the errors associated with the ARI-
MAX model (earimax), L1PM10, WS, Tmin, and Tmax. The
hybrid model was trained with the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm and MLP architecture with one hidden layer,
three neurons, and a square activation function. The model
performances are reported in Fig. 3 and Table 7.

To evaluate the performance of these different models,
specifically, three groups to measure the accuracy were



Table 8
Contingency table for the MLR model of the validation data set, Temuco/
Las Encinas station from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/2006

Obs. Forecast

None Alert Pre-emergency Emergency Tot. %Oa

None 169 1 1 0 171 99
Alert 4 2 1 0 7 29
Pre-emergency 1 3 1 0 5 20
Emergency – – – – –
Tot. 174 6 3 0 183 94
%P 97 33 33

a Percentage of observed days by type of episodes that were forecast to
be in the type.

Table 10
Contingency table for the ANN model of the validation data set, Temuco/
Las Encinas station from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/2006

Obs. Forecast

None Alert Pre-emergency Emergency Tot. %O

None 170 0 1 0 171 99
Alert 4 0 3 0 7 0
Pre-emergency 1 1 3 0 5 60
Emergency – – – – –
Tot. 175 1 7 0 183 95
%P 97 0 43 0
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considered: predictive capability (R2, E2, and ARV), preci-
sion (RMSE, MAE, and SEP), and goodness-of-fit (PI and
BIC). To estimate these coefficients, all the modeled and
observed variables and their residuals were re calculated at
their original units, in other words, non-normalized and
non-standardized. For the predictive capability, the hybrid
model beat the other three models at least in 10.4%. The R2

between observed and estimated maximum 24-h PM10

moving average concentrations in this validation phase
indicated that a 98.28% of the explained variance was
captured by the hybrid model, value far better than the
other models, Table 7. Similar conclusions were obtained in
forecasting different kinds of time series (Zhang, 2003;
Gutiérrez-Estrada et al., 2007; Pulido-Calvo and Portela,
2007). The biggest difference was detected for the E2

coefficient (close to 22%), as that obtained for other study
(Gutiérrez-Estrada et al., 2007). Regarding the accuracy, the
hybrid model is consistently far the most accurate among
the four models. The SEP coefficient appears as the more
‘‘relaxed’’, while MAE as the most demanding among the
three. In this case, this level of explained variance implied
a SEP of 9.20%, a RMSE of 8.8 mg m�3, and a MAE of
6.74 mg m�3. Finally, the hybrid model appears as the model
that better fit the forecasting also. In this regard, the
observed differences in the BIC coefficient are distin-
guished (Table 7), because the parameter is one of the most
efficient in the study of model comparison. As the deter-
mination coefficient has received much criticism on
forecasting because it is not related to the difference
between predicted and observed values, the PI was used
complementarily (Goyal et al., 2006; Gutiérrez-Estrada
et al., 2007). The PI value of the hybrid model was as high as
0.9676. This suggests that the hybrid model had better
forecasting performance than those other models.
Table 9
Contingency table for the ARIMA(1,0,1)-X model of the validation data set,
Temuco/Las Encinas station from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/2006

Obs. Forecast

None Alert Pre-emergency Emergency Tot. %O

None 170 0 1 0 171 99
Alert 4 2 1 0 7 29
Pre-emergency 2 3 0 0 5 0
Emergency – – – – –
Tot. 176 5 2 0 183 94
%P 97 40 0 0
The performance in ARIMAX and ANN models is not
robust when the data meet certain behaviors, such as
linear and non-linear patterns, that usually are found in air
quality time series. In this case, the 24-h PM10 moving
average concentrations time series presents those two
patterns. This problem is solved with the hybrid ARIMA–
ANN model, which is able to capture almost all peaks in
the validation data set, compared with the other models,
Fig. 3. Similar conclusions were obtained for other time
series (Qi and Zhang, 2001; Zhang, 2003; Zhang and Qi,
2005; Aburto and Weber, 2007; Gutiérrez-Estrada et al.,
2007; Pulido-Calvo and Portela, 2007). This detail is
important to forecast PM episodes several hours in
advance. With an E2 of 0.9770 (Fig. 3d and Table 7), the
hybrid model forecasted the maximum 24-h PM10 moving
average concentrations at the Las Encinas monitoring
station of Temuco.

The results are also presented in the form of tables of
contingency (Pérez and Reyes, 2006), Tables 8–11, which
show a summary of correct forecasts for episode types and
models. The columns show the number of the days fore-
cast to be on a given type against the type of the observed
day. A good model should capture high percentages of
alert and pre-emergency episodes. Row %P represents the
percentage of forecast days by type that were verified to
occur. The percentage of false positives is represented by
100-%P. A good forecasting model should perform few
false positives of episode types. Bold diagonal numbers are
the successful forecasts by episode. The MLR and ARIMAX
models had a poor performance to capture alerts and pre-
emergency episodes, mainly pre-emergencies. This
behavior can be expected, since these models are not good
for non-linear patterns (Goyal et al., 2006). On the other
hand, the non-linear ANN model had a better performance
on the most dangerous episodes; getting 60% of successes
in the pre-emergencies, but for alerts none days were
Table 11
Contingency table for the hybrid model of the validation data set, Temuco/
Las Encinas station from 04/01/2006 to 09/30/2006

Obs. Forecast

None Alert Pre-emergency Emergency Tot. %O

None 170 1 0 0 171 99
Alert 0 7 0 0 7 100
Pre-emergency 0 0 4 1 5 80
Emergency – – – – –
Tot. 170 8 4 1 183 99
%P 100 88 100 0
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captured. Finally, the hybrid model was able to capture all
days and 80% of the alerts and pre-emergency episodes,
respectively, Table 11. This advantage is extremely impor-
tant to be applied in urban air quality forecasting tool.
Recently, an ANN model developed for Santiago, Chile, has
been effective to forecast those critical episodes, because it
is based on complex algorithms that consider the global
interactions among 8 monitoring stations (Pérez and
Reyes, 2006; Pérez and Gramsch, 2007). However, this
model still has some problems to capture alerts and pre-
emergency episodes, because the linear time series
patterns have not been considered. In fact, for 2006
forecasting of the maximum average 24-h PM10 concen-
trations, the authors found a whole percentage of success
of 87%, nevertheless, detection of alert and pre-emergen-
cies as low as 33% and 0%, respectively (Pérez and
Gramsch, 2007).

In order to use this model for air quality forecasting
and decision-making at Temuco, the hybrid model has to
be run every day to forecast the next day using the
meteorological and air quality data. To have more accurate
results on ANN and hybrid models, a large number of
observations have to be considered to allow the enough
training over these models. In this study, 2080 training
observations were used.

The strong performance achieved with the novel hybrid
ARIMA–ANN model to forecast PM10 at Temuco could be
associated with a typical and almost invariant temporal
profile of the hourly PM10 pollution mainly in winter season
(May, June, and July), Fig. 4. Since Temuco PM10 is mainly
attributed to RWC, this temporal profile and behavior could
be similar to other woodsmoked cities, like Christchurch,
New Zealand (Wang et al., 2006; Naeher et al., 2007; Titov
et al., 2007), but different in other cities with PM10 origi-
nating from a mixture of sources, including long-range
transport. This may generate more chaos over the air
pollution time series, especially on linear and non-linear
patterns, and the model selected must be able to predict
PM successfully. A hybrid ARIMA–ANN model could meet
those requirements. Follow-up papers will demonstrate
model performance over several cities worldwide, which
include different sources, meteorology, and geography.
4. Conclusions

A novel hybrid ARIMA–ANN model is proposed that is
capable of exploiting the strengths of traditional time series
approaches for air quality forecasting. Experimental results
with meteorological and PM10 data sets indicated that the
hybrid model can be an effective tool to improve the fore-
casting accuracy obtained by either of the models used
separately, and compared with a statistical MLR model. The
hybrid models took advantage of the unique capabilities of
ARIMAX and ANN in linear and non-linear modeling over
an air quality time series. The hybrid ARIMA–ANN model
erred just in one forecast of pre-emergency episode type
over the validation data set, whose concentration was in
the border between the alert and pre-emergency episode
classification. This hybrid methodology is able to process
the air quality forecasting not only one month or a season,
but also the whole year. The designation of Temuco as
a non-attainment area for PM10 requires reliable air quality
forecasting models that allow more accurate alerts for
population exposure to the critical pollution episodes and
to formulate control measures. To run the hybrid model,
the authority needs just the SAS statistical software and
meteorological and air quality observed data for the
previous day.
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